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SUMMARY 
 

Use of molecular markers as descriptors for plant variety protection purposes, has been 
proposed, but few examples of real case applications to national registering systems were 
reported. This work summarizes the application of microsatellite markers to characterize and 
differentiate 271 soybean varieties and landraces of commercial use in Argentina, Bolivia and 
China, examples of large and small size producer countries with limited genetic variability 
(Argentina and Bolivia) and a large size producer, which is center of origin of this crop 
(China). Distinctness was assessed, by obtaining a unique genotypic document for varieties 
using 20-33 microsatellite markers. Uniformity was tested, by analyzing the relative degree of 
heterogeneity for microsatellite alleles. By a more precise analysis of seven selected varieties, 
it was shown that tolerance values used for morphological descriptors have to be modified if 
molecular markers are going to be used for protection purposes. Stability was checked by 
comparing microsatellite patterns through a four-year period of a group of seven Argentine 
varieties of prolonged commercial use, with 32 microsatellite markers. Detailed analysis 
suggests that the observed “instability” may be attributed to high mutation rate of the 
microsatellite loci, a mixture of seeds, cross-pollination or alleles that have not been detected 
before.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Due to the importance of soybean in the context of the international seed and grains 

trade, mainly for Argentina which produces 26 millions of ton a year, the Molecular Markers 
Lab from ex INASE, decided to use this crop as a model to study the possible application of 
molecular markers in DUS testing.  

 
In this work, we report the usefulness of microsatellite as a tool to assess: 

 
(a)  distinctness, by obtaining a unique genotypic document for varieties from 

Argentina, Bolivia and China; 
 
(b)  uniformity, by analyzing the relative degree of heterogeneity in different varieties 

and landraces and by analyzing a subset of commercial varieties; and c) stability, by 
comparing microsatellite patterns through time in a group of Argentine varieties of prolonged 
commercial use.  
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
DNA pools belonging to two hundred and seventy one different soybean varieties were 

screened for microsatellite loci. One hundred and three DNA samples were prepared from 
Chinese landrace cultivars collected by Professor Gai (Soybean Research Institute, Nanjing 
Agricultural University. National Center of Soybean Improvement, Ministry of Agriculture); 
one hundred and fifty six were obtained form the Argentine National Seed Register at ex 
INASE; twelve Bolivian varieties were obtained form SEMEXA Bolivia; and another one, 
Williams, was used as a reference.   

 
DNA for distinctness and stability analysis was prepared after pooling plant material 

belonging to five grown seedlings. DNA for uniformity was prepared from unique plants. All 
DNA’s were extracted essentially as described by Saghai-Maroof, et al  (1984).  
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Thirty-three representative soybean microsatellites containing "ATT" repeated sequence 

motifs were selected according to their distribution in the genetic map and reported 
polymorphisms. PCRs were performed in a 20 µl total volume using a PTC-100 DNA 
thermocycler (MJ Research Inc., USA), essentially as previously described by Giancola 
(1998). After PCR, amplification products were resolved by standard sequencing 
electrophoresis on denaturing polyacrylamide gels following Sambrook, et al (1989) 
protocols. Bands were revealed using a silver nitrate staining kit according to manufacturers’ 
instructions (Promega Biotech, USA).  

 
Genetic diversity was measured by evaluating the allele number per locus, polymorphic 

index content (PIC) and similarity values. PIC was computed as PIC = 1− pi
2

i

n

∑  (Anderson 

et al, 1993). Were pi is the frequency of the ith allele for that locus. This measure shows the 
polymorphism revealed for each locus.  

 
Each microsatellite allele band was scored as either present (1) or absent (0) across all 

genotypes to create a binary matrix. Similarity values were calculated analyzing the binary 
matrix with the Jaccard association coefficient (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) using the NTSyS 
pc2.0 program.  

 
The minimal number of markers needed to identify a set of genotypes (1) and the 

number of genotypes that can be identified (2), given a PIC value, were calculated using the 
following formula from Brown et al, 1996:  

 
 n=lnX/[ln(1/(1-D))]  (1) 

X=[1/(1-D)]n  (2) 
 

where X is the number of unique genotypes, D is the genetic diversity over loci, and n is the 
number of loci analyzed.   
 
 Heterogeneity was computed as H=(1/Nm)*∑∑hij (Hedrick, 2000), where hij represents 
the ith variety and the jth locus, N is the number of varieties, and m is the number of loci 
analyzed. This value, hij, is computed as 1 for heterogeneous varieties and 0 for homogeneous 
ones.  
 
 An allele was considered rare if it only appears once in the group.  
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Distinctness: generation of a unique genotypic document for varieties and landraces 

 
In previous works, it was demonstrated the feasibility of generating efficient 

fingerprints of commercial soybean varieties and landraces using microsatellite markers 
(Giancola, 1998, Vicario, 2000). Two hundred and fifty seven commercial varieties and 
landraces were surveyed with 20 to 33 representative SSR markers, selected on the basis of 
their specific position in soybean genetic map and resolution of banding patterns. Between 1 
and 2 loci, for each linkage group were selected in order to cover up 20 linkage groups to 
have good genome coverage.  

 
Table 1 shows all variants analyzed for the 3 groups of varieties tested.  
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Table 1 
 

 GROUP 
Variable Chinese  Argentine  Bolivian  
Number of varieties 
analyzed 

103 142 12 

Number of markers 
analyzed 

33 30 20 

Average allele number per 
locus 

11.7 4.6 2.7 

Rare alleles 67 (17.3%) 7 (5%) 9 (16.6%) 
PIC 0.73 0.58 0.37 
Average similarity values 0.137 0.259 0.402 
Similarity value range 0 - 0.89 0.05-0.75 (0.9*) 0.20 - 0.75 (1*) 
Minimal number of 
markers 

3.56 5.71 5.28 

Genotypes that can be 
identified 

1018 1011 1.2x104 

 
*Values for a pair of close related genotypes 
 

For Chinese and Argentine varieties, it was possible to obtain a unique genotypic 
document. But it was not possible to generate a unique fingerprint for all Bolivian varieties, 
even when the minimal number of markers theoretically needed to identify all genotypes 
(5.28) was lower than the number of markers used (20). Only when 28 SSR were used, all 
Bolivian genotypes could be identified. In the case of Chinese varieties, 5 SSR were enough 
to identify 103 varieties and in the case of Argentine varieties 27 were needed to distinguish 
142.  

 
The number of alleles, average PIC values and similarity values are reflecting the 

variability within each group. PIC also includes the frequency of each allele, so it better 
explains how variable or diverse the group is. Genetic similarity estimates are affected by a 
variety of factors, like the number and distribution of markers in the genome (genome 
coverage) and the nature of evolutionary mechanisms underlying the variation measured 
(Powell et al., 1996). The markers used in this work are mapped so they were selected form 
different linkage groups and rather apart one form the other. They are not strongly linked to 
any phenotypic trait and are considered to be neutral.  

 
This analysis shows that the number of SSR to be use in a distinguibility test has to be 

carefully chosen to assure a good genotype differentiation, and to avoid equal or similar 
fingerprints of close related genotypes.  

 
 

Uniformity: analysis of the relative degree of heterogeneity in different varieties and 
landraces 
 

In order to analyze the feasibility of adapting microsatellite markers to the present PVP 
system, the application to uniformity and stability testing has to be analyzed as rigorously as 
for distinctness. Heterogeneity of the genetic material was assessed scoring the number of 
different alleles per locus for each variety. In Table 2, a general uniformity test is described.  
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Table 2 

 
 CHINESE ARGENTINE BOLIVIAN 
Heterogeneity 0.092 0.022 0.079 
% of heterogeneous 
varieties 

56% 35% 75% 

Maximum number of 
alleles per variety 

3 2 2 

 
As expected for landrace material, almost half of the Chinese cultivars showed 

heterogeneous patterns of bands (i.e. 58 out of the 103 varieties showed more than one 
microsatellite allele). The totality of the 33 microsatellite markers analyzed showed 
heterogeneity in at least two varieties (summing up a total of 306 heterogeneous patterns - out 
of 3399 -) indicating that these landraces are formed by a population of genotypes. Argentine 
varieties showed heterogeneity in 50 varieties (35% of the total) represented by 91 
heterogeneous patterns out of 4118 for 29 microsatellites. Bolivian varieties showed 9 out of 
12 heterogeneous varieties (75%), with 19 out of 240 heterogeneous patterns for 20 SSR.  

 
For a more detailed homogeneity test, 7 Argentine varieties were analyzed using 15 not 

linked high PIC value SRR. Table 3 shows a more detailed uniformity results summery.  
 

Table 3 
 

Varieties  01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
Off type 
plants 

14/223 60/224 4/217 2/81 2/50 10/93 18/219 

 VARIETIES   
Similarity values 02 03  
Range  1 - 0.409 1 - 0.66  
Average 0.803 0.935 
 

All varieties analyzed showed to be morphologically uniform at the field level. 
However, SSR analysis revealed differences. According to ex INASE’s regulations, just only 
one seed in 1000 is allowed to be off type (for basic seeds and for morphological descriptors), 
but this value rises to 4-5 for first or second multiplication seeds (Resolución N°214/99, 
INASE). All allelic difference ratios were higher than these values when analyzed with SSR 
markers. The less variable variety is the one encoded as 03. Even for this case, it showed an 
allelic ratio that is 3.7 times higher than the stipulated for phenotypic descriptors.  

 
When variability of specific loci was analyzed, SSR 226 was the most variable (16 

plants off type from 81) and SSR 231 was the less variable (1 plant off type out of 87 
analyzed).  

 
Thus, these results clearly show that values of off type tolerance have to be 

reestablished if microsatellite markers are implemented to assess uniformity and that the 
selection of microsatellite loci has to be carefully designed.  

 
In 1998 Giancola analyzed 100 commercial varieties and proposed a maximum 

similarity value of 0.8 to distinguish close varieties using morphological and molecular (SSR) 
descriptors. Our study showed that in average similarity values for a given variety is around 
0.8. Therefore, a value close to 0.8 could be considered as a distinguibility/homogeneity 
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threshold. In the present uniformity test, variety 02, which was the most heterogeneous, gave 
an average similarity value of 0.803, and variety 03, the most homogeneous gave a value of 
0.935. Though, genotypes with similarity values larger than 0.8 (and up to 1) could be 
considered the same variety; genotypes with similarity values up to 0.8, could be considered 
as different varieties.  
 
 
Stability: SSR patterns change through time  
 

To study the SSR patterns change through time, 7 commercial varieties were surveyed 
with 32 SSR during 4 years. Table 4 shows a summery of the results of this stability test. 
Changing patterns are detached in italic and bold.  
 

Table 4 
 

 SSR 414 9 534 30 177 45 114 253 577 

Variety  

A-96 295 214 260 164 120 140 109 147+ 

135 

119 

A-97 295 214 260 164 120 140 109 147 119 

A-98 295 214 260 164 120+ 

113 

140 109 147 119 

A-99 295 214 260+ 

266 

164 113 140 109 147 119 

B-96 301 163 260 164 113 134 109 147 119 

B-97 301 163 260 164 113 134 109 147 119 

B-98 301 163 260 164 113 134 109 147 119 

B-99 301+ 

259 

163 260 164 113 134+ 

143 

109+ 

97 

147 119+ 

115 

C-96 301 214 260 161 113 134 109 153 119 

C-97 301 214+ 

163 

260 161 113 134 109 153 119 

C-98 301 214+ 

163 

260 161 113 134 109 153 119 

C-99 301 163 260 161 113 134 109 153 119 

F-96 301 163 260 164 113 134 109 147 119 

F-97 301 dp 260 dp 113 dp 109 147 119 

F-98 301 136 260 152 113 134 109 147 119 
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For most of the markers, there was no significant variation in the allelic haplotype as a 
whole. In spite of this, 4 out of 7 varieties showed "new" alleles in 1, 3 or 4 of the SSR loci 
analyzed. Variations in SSR patterns could be due to several causes like seed mix and/or 
wrong purity maintenance, SSR mutation (slippage) or cross-pollination (which is estimated 
to be 0.03% to 2.5% for soybean (Carlson and Lerseten, 1987, Sediyama et al, 1999). Another 
possibility is that, as each sample are formed by a pool of five plants, the "new" allele found 
could be one already present in the variety and not detected before in any of the years studied.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
• The analysis allowed us to obtain a fingerprint (unique genotypic identity document) for 

almost all analyzed varieties.  
• A theoretical number of 4-6 SSR are sufficient for the characterization of soybean 

genotypes. Though, the experience shows that very related genotypes would need more 
than 20 to efficiently distinguish all genotypes.  

• This analysis shows that the number of SSR to be use in a distinguibility test has to be 
carefully chosen to assure a good genotype differentiation, and to avoid equal or similar 
fingerprints of close related genotypes.  

• The similarity values found using SSR could allow us to think in a possible threshold (of 
0.8 or a value close to it), above which a variety would be consider uniform.  

• If SSR or other DNA markers are going to be used for DUS testing, the nowadays off type 
plants number allowed would need to be re-established.  

• Selection of markers for uniformity and stability testing has to take into account two 
issues. First, differences in neutral markers may not be as significant for application 
purposes as trait characteristics that assure the farmer homogeneous agronomic properties 
of the seeds they purchase. Second, the dynamics of pattern changing of certain 
microsatellite loci may be higher than it is for morphological descriptors, suggesting 
differences in genomic backgrounds or instabilities that are not real. 

• These results show that these markers could be effectively applied for germplasm 
classifications and its intellectual protection. The analysis of a larger number of SSR and 
representative varieties will let us establish which and how many SSR are more adequate 
for variety registration. 
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